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Sugar Cane and Sugar. per, zinc, or ()ther suitable materials, the 
The planting is perfor med about the end strips being all of the same size; and are 'to 

of February, by laying the cane lenfl;thwise. be in width what the depth of the desired 

The sprouts are ploughed in March, May and nap i.fto be, and of a length somewhat great

June. The cutting ot the cane for seed is er than the ",idth of the fabric to be produced 

commenced in October, and for grinding in in the machine; the frame a, and guides b b, 

Novem�er. It is brought into a shed, where are to have a space between them equal to 

the cane-carrier is situated, which leads to the width of the intended fabric to be produ

two iron roll-ers, driven by steam. The juice ced. The operaior First places one of the 

runs fyom thence into a reservoir, or b oxes. sirips of metal under the warp, and dmps it 

The cane after being hard pressed, called up to the end, and parallel VI ith the front 

the begasse, falls from the rollers into a large rail of the frame a, the two ends of the strip 

chimney, and is burnt to a-hes. The juice being placed under the guides b b, by which 

now called la plobe, is put into the first ket- they are prevented rising up; he then pIa

tle, holding from thirty to forty gallons, and ces the next strip edgeways on the upper sur
boiled, with the addition of a small pi�ce I face of the- warp, and depresses the warp 
hme, in order to neutralize any excess Of / eve.nly betweell the first and sec�nd. strip,.and 
acid. When sufficiently concentrated, it is sprmgs or bends the second stnp In such a 

brought inte> the second kettle, called the manner as to allow of the two ends thereof 

flambeau, and added to a previous quat,tity entering into the grooves formed between the 

of juice, where it is likewise boiled down for guides b b, and the sides of the frame a. He 

a short time, and from thence into the third then p:aces another strip under the warp 

kettle, and is called the syrup. This is the and raises the same up evenly between the 

material containing both molasses and su- second and third strips, and the strip in st.ch 

gar. It is then finished in the fourth kettle, a manner as to cause the ends 
.to enter the 

called the battery and from thence thrvwn r g
.
rooves formed betweell. the gU\de� and the 

into coolers, where it remains for five or six std:s of the frame a, and then stralght:ns the 

hours. The sugar is now altogether cryslal- strtp s� as to lay the same parallel with t�e 

lized, and separated from the molasses, and precedlUg on.es: the:! he takes a fourth stnp 

put tuto boxes and carried to the purgery, and places tt on the upper surface, of the 

a large builc!ing, in which the hhds. are pla- warp. and depresse� the tRreads there?! eren

ced on pedestals, and the molasses allow�d Iy between the thu'd and fourth strIpS, and 

to run and drop through the sugar and hhds. causes the end of the fourth stri� to enter the 

on the ground, which is perJectJy clean and groo:es formed between the
_ 

gutdes b b. and 

smooth, and is then put likewise in hogsheads the _rame a, and WIth a stratght edge presses 

and barrels. 

I 
the strips up evenly from time to time, so that 
they may be kept on their edges and in 

Forth. Scientific American, stl'aight lines parallel to each other, and when 
ManuCacture oCTapestry, Carpets, Rugs, the frame a a, is full, threads composing the 

Copying Paintings, �c_, By Cement- warp will be so arranged between the strips 
tng a Nap or PIle, on Plain Cloth. of metal or other suitable material, as to 

A method of manufacturing carpets, hearth 
rugs, &c., has lately been discovered, which 
differs so much from those we have already 
described, and at the same time possesses so 
much merit, that we think our series would 
be incomplete without giving an account of 
it. Thi� method is, indeed, so unlike the or
dinary modes, of manufacturing carpets, 
hearth-rugs, &c., that it cannot, properly 
speaking, be considered under the head of 
any branch of weaving at all: it will, howev
er, be interesting to both weavers and manu
facturers, to have a full explanation of it, as it 
is likely to supersede any of their present 
processes. 

This remarkable invention attracted much 
notice at the time of its first introduction, in 
1838; and several machine. are now in ope
ration, upon the principle ot it, in England 
and Belgium. We have made the annexed 
drawings and description from a machine, 
while at work in the latter country_ 

Fig. 1, represents a perspecttve view, of a 
machine suitable for carrying out the first part 
ofthe i nvention, a a, IS a quadrangular frame, 

having the guides, b b,. affixed by screws or 
other suitable means. allowinfl; of their being 
readily 

The frame a a, is supported by the legs, 
or frame � c. On the under side of each of 
the guides is a groove or space between thl; 
guide and the frame a, the object of WhiCh 
will be het-eafter fully explained. d d, is a 
roller, on which is warped a nllIllber of 
threads of worsted, wool, cotton, SIlk or other 
fibrous materials, or mixtures thereof, in like 
manner to beaming a warp for a loom, as i� 
the same were to be woven into a fabric, in 
the ordinary way, with warp and weft, and 
the wz.rp beam or roller d d, is weighted and 
has friction bands, a. is practised in looms 
for weavil'lg_ The ends ot the warp threads 
ale made fast to the front rail of the frame a, 

in like manner 10 fastening a warp to tbe 
cloth roller of a loom_ The workman then 
prcceeds in the following manner: He has a 
number of strips of tl.in metal, such as cop-

pass first over, then under, 
6trip, as is shown in Fig. 2. 

FIG 2_ 

each succeeding 

The warp thus arrangej should have a 

smooth SUI-face of metal or other suitable ma
terial passed over and pressed on the upper 
side in order to lay and press the threads 
down evenly, and al.o to cause them to 
spread out in such a manner as to prod uce 
a touching of the fibres throughollt, so that 
when a suitable cement shall be nlaced or 
spread there�n and driec!, the whol� will be
.:;ome one sheet of fabric when the strips are 
removed by cutting, as  will be hereafter more 
fully explained. The cementing used by the 
inventot- is India rubber, (caoutchouc;) but 
other matet'ials, such as shellac, may be 
employed :nstead. One or more coats of In
dia-rubber, or other cement is to be spread 
over the surface of the warp, arranged and 
prepared as above explained, and permitted 
to dry, and in thi, condition the frame a a, 
may be turned over, and then bya sharI' knife 
or other suitable cutting instrument, the slips 
may be successively removed by cutting the 
yarn from side to side of the fabric, in like 
manner to cutting the warp when weaving 
velvet; but it is not necessary to have the 
strips grooved as is the case with the wires 
used in making velvet, but they may be groo
ved, if it is desired to be very correct in the 
cutting. The fabric thus prepared is then 
suitable to be applied to woven textures or 
othet- surfaces, by cementing it thereto, but 
it is preferable that the back of the woven 
fabric should be cemented on to the warp, 
immediately on the warp or pile having 
been heated With the cement, and before cut
ting out the stnps of metal (as shown in Figs. 
1 and 2) or other suitable material employed, 
and this may be performed by having first 
spread a layer 01 the cement on the warp, anc! 
another on to the fabt"ic which is to consti
tute the back, and then bring the two ce
mented Rurfaces together and p"ess them 
well, and if the sur/aces be extensive the 
pressure may be conveniently performed by 
means of a smooth iron roller passed over the 
upper surface, such roller being made hol-

low. may be heated with an iron heater, In 
case it be required to make carpets or rugs, 
or other fabrics, with patter7t�, then it will 
be rlesirable to print the threads in the warp, 
but each pattern must be so lengthened as to 
allow of the bending up of the threads, 
and the colors used must well penetrate the 
warp. 
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FIG. 3. 

FIG. 4. 

FIG. 5. 

shows another arrangement of machinery for 
performing a like operation 01 bending lengths 
of threads or yarns to that above described; 
the only difference bein� that the frame a and 
guides b, are formed into a cylinder, and this 
machine requires that the fabric whea pro
duced should be unwound before the cutting 
out of the strips; in other respects the de
scription above given, aided by the drawir.gs 
will be sufficient, the same letters indicating 
similar parts in this machine as were used in 
Fig 1. And it will be seen that the cyltn
der a a ,  has a n axis with suitable bearings 
at each end, in tcrder that it may De tumed. 
round by the workman as he proceeds_ An
other means of performittg this operation of 
bending a number of threads (in such manner 
that each portion of thread or yarn when cut 
shall be cemented at a point or part inter:!le
diate of its length, and the two ends thereof 
I·ise to the surface and form the warp of the 
fabric,) may be employed in the following 
manner: in place of warping the threads on 
a roller, as above explained, and then bend
ing the warp over and under a series of thin 
strips of metal, as in Figs. 1 and 2, the stt-ips 
may have thread wound spirally around them 
as is shown at Fig. 4, and then a humber of 
such covered strip, are to be placed side �y 
side in a frame a a, and the threads cement
ed together and to a suitable fabric, and the 
strips cut therefrom as above explained. W t' 

have stated that the looped up threads were 
to be cemented to a cloth, which would 
serve as a back, yet under some circumstan
ces it will be preferable not to perform that 
operation, such as in making a suitable nap
ped fabric for the covering of hats and bon
nets in which case the napped fabric being 
made, as above explained, in place of cemen
ting it to any fabric, it is tq be cemented di
rectlyon to the hat or bonnet.-GILROY. 

A Deep Pit. 

A friend of ours, who keeps a boarding
house, says the pit of a certain boarder,s sto
mach at his house approximates neare� to the 
"bottomles� pit," than anything he has ever 
seen. He never becomes satisfied, and is al
ways hungry-is the reason he assigns lor 
this opinioa. 

A mob of Journeymen brick makers was 
dispersed by the Baltimore police on Thurs
day, during an attempt to destroy some la
bor-saving machines introduced in certain 
brick-yards, under the insane pretence that 
with them the.)' would dispense with hands. 
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(Ooncluded from our lalt.) 
According to Mr. Evan Hopkins, who pub

lished a work about three years since" On 
the Connection of Geology with TerrestrIal 
Magnetism," magnetic currents are continu
ally crossing fl'om the south to the north pole 
through and around the earth. He shows 
that the southern aurora, which observation 
has proved to be accompanied by a similar 
phenomenon in the north, differs from the 
latter in appearance, in consequence of the 
greater amount of vapor produced by the pl'e
ponderence of ocean in the South. The form 
is alike in both cases, but the light of the 
southern aurora is white, while in the north 
it inclines to red and purple. We r�ad that 
" the saturated or hydrogenous nature of the 
currents coming from the south pole towards 
the north, will account for the observed pe
culiarity of the southern hemisphere in its 
general temperature, moisture, rains, the 
growth of vegetation, &c., as cOlP.pared with 
that of the northern." Magnetic and gahan
ic currents are shown to be identical, except 
that the action 01 the latter is in some degree 
restricted to liquids; and as all metals may 
exist in solution, their deposition, by rr,eans 
of the cut-rents, admits of demonstration. In 
this case nature accomplishes on a large 
scale what experimentalists achieve with the 
galvanic hattery; and, as Mr. Hoplntls ex
plains, "If we admit the existence of subter
ranean cun'ents, and that these exert a slow 
decomposing power, like those of the voltaic 
battery, We have a sufficient power for our 
purpose. In the first place, we have a me
chanical tension on the consolidated parts of 
the rocks, by the linear actiw of the currents 
passing through them; and should the inten
sity of the currents be very great, fractures 
would ensue more or less at right angles (0 
the direction of the force_ These fractures 
would admit of ail' and water, and thus pro
duce intense heat, by the avidity with 
which the metallic nature of the basis, of the 
earths and alkaltes combilles with the oxygen. 
That nearly all the substances whidl consti
tute the crust of the globe are found in solu
tion as well as solid saturated throughout the 
rocks, and to such a degt'ee sometimes to is
sue out and form springs is well known, 
therefore, judging from the violent effects on 
a small scale whIch we are able to produce 
by experiments, a heat would be engendered 
quite adequate to occasion all that takes place 
in earthquakes and volcanic eruptions." 

In this way may be explained the forma
tion of veins that have long puzzled the geol
ogist. That it is in obedIence to some l&.w, 
is evident from the general direction of met
alliferous and crystalline deposits being the 
same in different parts of the world. The 
oblique direction appat-ent in some instances 
arises froUl the force of tension acting at right 
angles to the lines of sft'ucture, which is nor
therly and southerly, The parallelisms are, 
in fact, most remarkable_ Humboldt found 
the primitive rocks in which metallic veins 
chiefly occur, in South America following 
the same line as those of Germany and Eng
land; the same parl'elism has also ':leen tracea 
between the up heaved rocks of Russia and 
Africa_ It is assumed that the inten�ity of 
electric action increases in proportion as we 
descend into the earth; and there are many 
striking effects witnessed in mine;, which 
the existence of electric currents disturbed 
by local causes will alone explain. The heat 
in mines, particularly those of South Ameri
ca, is not constant; patches which at one 
time are at a very high temperature, become 
gradually cold, without any apparent cause, 
and after a time resume their warmth. The 
growth of minerals in old 'Vorkiuss, as a 
mossy excrescence, is a fact well known to 
miners; and in some instance, as observed in 
Durham, Hanover, France, and in the gold 
mines of America, when a vein has been 
worked out, and the galleries left closed, 
they became filled with solutions of the rocks 
between whi.:h they are dug, and in course 
of time the deposits thrown down render 
them again worth the working-the _mineral 
being solid, or in a powdery fOlIn, according 
to the intellsiiy of the currer.1. As is well 
known, ct-Jstals are hardly to be obtained by 
fusion, but may readily be produced trom 
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